
THE SIRIUS ADVANTAGE
Sirius is a national integrator 
of technology-based business 
solutions that span the enterprise, 
including the data center and lines 
of business. Built on products 
and services from the world’s 
top technology companies, Sirius 
solutions are installed, configured 
and supported by our dedicated 
teams of highly certified experts. 
We require our  teams to be 
certified in multiple disciplines and 
products, so they can help you get 
from the high-level architecture 
of a solution all the way down to 
the technical configuration and 
implementation of point-products.

www.siriuscom.com
800-460-1237

SIRIUS WAREHOUSING, INTEGRATION 
AND DEPLOYMENT SERVICES
FREE UP YOUR TECHNICAL TEAM
From procurement logistics, supply chain and asset management, to software 
installation, rack and system configuration and testing, we’ve got you covered 
so your technical team can focus on what’s important—keeping the lights on.

Ensuring that your IT equipment is available, tested and configured correctly 
prior to arrival is critical to the success of your implementations. At the Sirius 
Warehouse and Integration Center (SWIC), Sirius’ team of highly qualified 
technicians follows best practices to deliver on-time results according to your 
specifications. We provide support for the full portfolio of our technology 
solutions, whether it’s a single product or a complete multivendor solution 
customized to your needs.

WAREHOUSING
Sirius offers full shipping, receiving and inventory capabilities for storing both 
large and small quantities of equipment in our secure facility until you are 
ready to deploy it. This includes network, servers, converged infrastructure, 
endpoint, storage and security inventory. You can also leverage our warehouse 
to address supply chain issues, and the SWIC also offers logistical support 
and designated space in the warehouse for large roll-outs that can take place 
over a long period of time.
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INTEGRATION
The SWIC is staffed with certified technicians who can fully integrate your built-to-order technology solutions, from 
dead-on-arrival testing to large rack-and-stack configurations cabled to your specifications. Services include OS 
installs, custom configurations, firmware updates, asset tagging, hostname labeling, laptop imaging, and rack-and-
stack services. Remote secure connectivity can be available to validate configuration services prior to shipment.

LOGISTICS
The facility is purposely located in the center of the country and close to major transportation hubs to provide you 
with quick delivery no matter where you are located. Our logistic expertise can house, gather and group your IT 
investments to streamline delivery on time, to your specifications.

SMART HANDS & DEPLOYMENT SERVICES
Sirius Deployment Services focuses on the implementation of new and updated IT solutions. These services leverage 
“Smart Hands” for client roll-outs regardless of the number of locations, including installations, moves, adds and 
changes. Our team has the capability to perform everything from a single-site simple rack-and-stack, to a multisite, 
nationwide equipment refresh.

With a nationwide network of preferred technicians, each deployment project is staffed by Sirius project managers 
with expertise in enterprise-scale IT implementations. Well-defined, repeatable processes help to ensure quality 
and consistency throughout the deployment while maintaining solution adaptability and scalability to meet client 
requirements. Our deployment team supports Sirius’ senior engineering talent on geographically diverse projects 
that need fast local and lower-priced resourcing.

Sirius Deployment Services:
• Takes the pressure of large and small field deployments off your staff and utilizes Sirius’ proven expertise for success
• Manages the logistical requirements for deployment
• Leverages our regional workforce to eliminate travel costs for your team

LET’S START THIS IMPORTANT CONVERSATION
From warehousing, logistics and architecture to configuration, implementation and optimization, Sirius helps you 
achieve the most efficient, cost-effective, reliable and scalable IT infrastructure possible. Call us today at 800-460-1237.


